
Workbook for Machine Wool Applique Video Class 
Part One Handout 

As a fabric artist I think of wool as a fabulous medium for use in my work, especially for applique and 
decorative stitching. I have often admired those exquisite, wool applique pieces--like those created by Sue 
Spargo,  Laura Wasalowski, and others--with all their multiple hand done embroidery. They are almost like 
jewelry. I love stitching on my sewing machine, and I have some arthritis in my hands that make hand 
stitching less desirable.  So I have been working to see if I can create similar looks using the power of the 
sewing machine and it is so much fun that I want to share it with others. 

Wool applique and embellishment is a great element for a fabric artist's quiver. There's nothing else that 
provides the rich, warm, depth that real wool fiber does. It can make all the difference in achieving the 
artistic look you want. In my artist’s eye it compares to working with thick oil paints while cotton and silk 
are somewhat like working with watercolors. Both are beautiful but provide totally different looks. 

So this small sampler project in embellished wool applique is demonstrated on my first video set in my 
YouTube channel. If you download and print out this workbook, you will not need to take notes as you 
watch the three videos. 

This project is a free-design using basic applique shapes, in which you put together a field of flowers 
colored and placed to your own liking. 

Supplies 

Here is an annotated list of the supplies I will be using for this little project.  If you go back to my blog on 
this subject where you found this workbook download, I have added the hyperlinks to the products listed 
herein to aid you in your shopping.  

1 yard of background fabric.  I am using all wool Melton, which I had in my rather large fabric stash for 
a while.  Since the price of wool has skyrocketed since I added the Melton to my stash, I suggest using 
a Melton wool blend for this, which is less expensive and still has a lot of beauty. A solid color quilting 
cotton would also work but would not provide the same deep sense of richness.   

There is another option.  Use woven wool from clothing that is no longer worn, or that you find in 
a thrift store, or wool fabric that you have in your stash. Wash it in hot water with some detergent 
in your washing machine and dry it in your dryer.  This provides shrinkage and some amount of 
felting.  It also cleans the fabric. It requires all three elements...hot water, agitation, and 
detergent, to make it felt the fibers together.  It does need to be pure wool for this to work well.  If 
you don’t like the color, it is possible to dye the resulting fabric. I have successfully done this with 
RIT dye I got in the grocery store. 

One package of lightweight woven fusible interfacing sufficient to cover the yard of background fabric, 
such as Pellon SF101 Shapeflex. 

One pack of precut Melton wool felt pieces in a variety of colors for flower heads and one pack of a 
variety of green pieces for stems and leaves. You will probably have enough felt pieces for a couple of 
small wall hangings or other wool applique projects so save all the leftovers, including the pieces left after 
cutting shapes for small applique uses elsewhere. Please don't use craft felt that has no wool.  It is too flat 
and will spoil the loveliness of your project. You can use wool blend felt, but pure wool really makes a big 
difference in the overall success of this project and is readily available in precut sets of small rectangles. 



Aurifil 12 weight wool blend thread in a variety of colors.  This is also an expensive thread, but is well 
worth the price.  You can minimize the cost a little by purchasing a pack of small spools, or just 3 or 4 
colors of the full spools that will complement your applique colors.  Nevertheless if you want to use a 12 
weight cotton as a nice alternative I recommend Sulky 12 weight cotton,  for this project, it will still look 
beautiful, just different. I did a lot of testing of 12 weight cotton thread brands at my Bernina machines and 
found that Sulky seemed to sew the best with fewer knots and problems.  I have also successfully used 30 
or 40 weight all polyester embroidery threads, and I sometimes have mixed them across a project in order 
to get particular looks or colors I like.  The wool adds a depth of beauty that provides the closest similarity 
to the look of the hand embellished wool applique. 

1 black 12 weight Aurifil wool thread or black Sulky 12 weight cotton or color you prefer for outlining 
some of the applques. 

1 spool of monopoly or multiple colors matching the applique fabrics of light weight threads of 6o to 100 
weight polyesters or silk. I used a combination of Superior monopoly, and Superior Microquilter 100 
weight thread, and Superior Kimono 100 weight silk threads from my stash to see how they worked. You 
should try some tests for your own project. 

1 spool of Superior Bottom Line 60 weight thread in the color of your background piece.  You will 
probably not need to change the bobbin thread for this entire piece.  This is an excellent bobbin thread for 
many fabric art techniques. 

2  packs of fusible webbing. I use Steam a Seam 2 for my project and it works well. 

100/16 top stitch needles or same size of Schmetz super non-stick needles for use with the 12 weight 
threads 

80/12 Schmetz super non-stick needles for use with monopoly thread. After realizing how much wool 
fluff was climbing up the needle especially with the monopoly, I switched to 80/12 Schmetz super non-
stick needles (they have a universal point).  This really helped in dealing with the fluff from the wool 
combined with the stickiness of the fusible web.  The universal needle point helps lower the breakage of the 
monopoly because the point slides by it rather than stepping on it as you sew. 

70/10 or 80/12 top stitch needles for use with the lightweight colored threads. 

1 piece of cotton quilting fabric about 25 x 30 inches for the back of this small quilt 

Small piece of lower loft batting about 25 x 35 inches.  I am using 80/20 Hobbs. This is a good place to 
use leftover batting from a larger quilt project.  It is possible, if you are using a nice thick wool felt 
background, to do the quilting with no additional batting, but I like the addition for texture. 

Preparing the Background 

Using a woven fabric pressing cloth between the iron and the wool, fuse the lightweight 
interfacing following the manufacturer's instructions onto the entire back of the backing 
fabric. Wool can be damaged with heavy pressure from the iron and heating it too hot for 
too long, but wool does press well and refreshes with a little steam.  The interfaced wool 
provides both a solid background for the appliques and helps prevent the decorative 
stitching from pulling the background or stitching unevenly. I recently started using a wool 
press mat especially for appliques. 



From the prepared background fabric cut one piece the desired size of the sampler small 
wall hanging plus a little extra for squaring up at the end (about an extra half inch around 
it).  Suggested size 20" x 25" would then be cut 21 x 26. 

Cut a medium small piece for practice and testing, no smaller than 10” x 10”.  This is 
essential. You may wish to cut two of these.  Once you are done with the project, you might 
keep these test pieces to look at for future projects.  

Cut a longer piece about 5” x 10” to serve as a stitch “library” for determining which 
stitches you want to use and how you want to set them 

 

Cutting and Appliqueing the Shapes 

• Download the file of simple shapes.  Print out the pages with different size circles 
and flower head shapes.  I provided more than you may want to use for this project 
to have more to play with in the future, so choose what you like remembering you 
are making a field of flowers sampler. 

• Mark the paper side of the Steam-a-Seam or other choice of fusible web and iron to 
the back of the precut wool felt pieces prior to cutting out the shapes. Cut the 
shapes with scissors. 

• Alternatively, if you have an Accuquilt or similar cutter, iron unmarked fusible web 
to the back of the pieces and simply cut some simple shapes you have available 
similar to those on the downloaded file.  The exact shape of the flower head I used 
is not required for this project. I used the following three dies for this project and it 
only took a few minutes for all the multiple shapes: 

o Go Circle (1 1/2" to 2 1/2")  cut several colors 
o Go Round Flower cut two colors 
o Go Stems and Leaves cut at least two greens 

• If you don’t have a cutter or even if you do, free cut a selection of vines or stems 
about ¼ inch wide in slight curves and straight.  Then cut a selection of simple 
leaves.  They don’t have to be perfect, but keep them simple.   

• Arrange your own design freely in a pleasing field of flowers or flower arrangement 
on the background piece before you remove the backing of the fusible.  When you 
are pleased with the design, remove the paper backing of the fusible web and steam 
them down with a pressing cloth between the iron and the wool. I turned mine 
upside down on my wool pressing mat and steamed them from the back.  It worked 
great. 

• Thread the bobbin with the Bottom Line. 
• Install the needle and loosen the top tension.  My machine works best at 1.25 top 

tension with monopoly and 1.75 for the 100 weight threads.  Using the monopoly 
or a matching 100 weight thread in the manner shown in the video, applique all the 
shapes to the background.  Get them all done in preparation for the next video 
where we will work on embellishing the shapes. 

Take a picture of the quiltlet for your records.  


